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Wish everyone a Merry Christmas!

Merry Christmas
Everyone!

Semester
Finals

1st Semester is over, how are you planning your 2nd?

Finals are finally over! It has
most likely been an extremely
stressful for you those who
have just taken their first
semester finals, but you get a
nice long winter break, before
you have to put more work into
the next semester during the
regular school year, so that
your finals week is not as
stressful. 

FINALS

25



WINTER
BREAK Winter Break has

arrived! You've had a
long 1st semester I bet,
and it's time to relax.
However, it's no time to
just give up on
studying; in fact, it's
best to prepare during
this time so that in the
next semester, you can
be more prepared for
any upcoming
assignments, tests, etc.
Also, if you are on top
of things during the
normal school year,
you will be less
stressed for upcoming
2nd semester finals,
and even any possible
AP Exams. Regardless,
it is important to have
fun and enjoy this bit of
break you have. Go on
a vacation, read a
book, or do anything
that makes you relaxed
and happy.



History of
Christmas

OVER THE YEARS...

The origin of the holiday we
now know as Christmas

dates back to around 4 B.C,
where it began as a

Christian festival, and
around 280 A.D, a Turkish

monk named Saint Nicholas
gave away all his wealth to
help others, thus later being

known as "Santa Claus."
Now, the holiday is

celebrated by all, religious
and secular, where people

receive gifts and give to
others. 



Daily Piece
of Poetry

[ L I T T L E  T R E E ]
E.E  CUMMINGS

 

little tree
little silent Christmas tree

you are so little
you are more like a flower

 
who found you in the green forest

and were you very sorry to come away?
see         i will comfort you

because you smell...
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KTI Yard Sale

KTI litter Pickup

KTI Nepal project

KTI Volleyball

KTI M
oon

Observation 



KTI Summer Camps

KTI Zoom
Meditation



The monsters looked among themselves, looking for the one who
shouted. Then, there were screams. Screams of horror from the
monsters as the monsters, one by one disintegrated into monster
dust. As the dust cleared, Hamilton tried to spot the one who had
killed all the monsters. 
The silhouette of two rulers appeared. One was very tall, holding a
sharp whip (jump rope), the other was shorter holding a long
sword (paintbrush) and a shield (paint pallet). 
Crystal did not know who these two rulers were because the only
two rulers she ever met were Hamilton and her father. Hamilton,
on the other side, knew the two rulers very well. Of course,
Hamilton needs to know his two best friends. "Meter! Bolh!”
Hamilton cried with joy. 
Meter is the tall ruler (understatement). He is athletic and strong.
Bolh is the small one. Bolh loves to draw and is very good at art.
He is also very shy. 
Hamilton had never been so happy to see them.
“How did you find us?” asked Hamilton.
Meter smiled. “We went to hang out, expecting you to ask us to be
servants. Again. But you weren’t there. Your mom was so worried.
She said that she saw you heading towards Fiction Forest and she
was frightened. A lot. She told me and Bolh to go find you and
make sure you were safe.”
“Oh!” Hamilton said. He finally realized that Meter and Bolh did
not know Crystal. “Um, Crystal,” Hamilton said looking at her. “
Bolh, Meter.” then looking at his old friends. 

 

King Ruler
Part 9



“For goodness sake!” Crystal said, “ Shwampshu, sound the battle
cry!”
    Hamilton didn’t have time to protest when he heard the all-
mighty, “SQUAWK”.
    Crystal charged, so Hamilton had no choice but to do the same.
Scissor Clan roared and charged as well. Out of the corner of his
eyes, Hamilton saw E.S smirking as he floated into a tunnel.
Hamilton almost forgot about the battle until he felt fire under his
ruler armpits. 
    “Hamilton! Watch out!” Crystal yelled.
    Hamilton jumped to the right as a boar spit fire on the cave
walls.
    Hamilton saw Crystal fighting aggressively with her mop.
Shwampshu pecked and flew and pecked and flew, but there were
just too many monsters. 
“Hey!” Hamilton yelled. “ You stinkin’ cow, you’re worse than a
pig!” Of course, Hamilton just guessed what animal he was looking
at, but Hamilton wasn’t the best guesser, so… the creature
Hamilton was yelling at was neither a cow, nor a pig. It was a goat. 
Offended, the goat used his sharp horns and stabbed Hamilton in
the guts. And, just like this, the fight went on.
Hamilton, Crystal, Shwampshu, and the Scissor Clan fought and
fought and fought, but Crystal, Hamilton, and Shwampshu were
outnumbered. They got cornered. Hamilton and Crystal leaned on
the cave walls. 
“This is the end. This is the end.” they both thought. 
The monsters cackled evilly as they raised their spears. Just when
the monsters were about to stab the helpless rulers, “STOP RIGHT
THERE!” somebody shouted.
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